
TRANSCRANIAL MAGENTIC STIMULATION (TMS) PROVIDER REFERRAL GUIDE 
 

What is Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) and how does it work? 

TMS is a non-invasive, non-pharmaceutical, FDA cleared treatment for Major Depressive Disorder since 2010 and 

more recently for other conditions. TMS uses short magnetic pulses to target the exact area (Left dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex) in the brain affected by depression. We use the Magventure ® TMS system that delivers 

magnetic pulses through a magnetic coil to stimulate nerve cells in the part of the brain controlling mood, which is 

often underactive in patients with depression.  

Why is TMS better? 

Antidepressants: TMS manipulates cell activity while antidepressants manipulate chemical production. As a result, 

antidepressants are prone to causing various side effects, susceptible to developing tolerance and sometimes no 

longer effective after a while.  

Electroconvulsive Treatment (ECT): This is Shock Therapy that is done under anesthesia. Risks include cognitive 

changes as well as dangerous complications from anesthesia.  

What is the process of getting TMS? 

• Once referral is made the pt will be pre evaluated by our TMS doctor for clearance  

• Then there are 37 or more sessions that the patient attends 4-5 times a week for over 9 weeks (depending on 

progress) that are 20-30 mins long per session 

• The pt can drive before and after the procedure as there is no sedation or mind-altering properties.  

What are the side effects of TMS? 

Minimal side effects sometimes may include possible scalp pain, headache, tinnitus and very rarely a seizure.   

Who can get TMS treatment? 

TMS treatment is accessible to people who are diagnosed with Major Depressive Disorder, Severe in adult patients 

who have failed to receive satisfactory improvement from prior antidepressant medication & are in their current 

episode.  

What are the contraindications of TMS? 

TMS treatment at this time is NOT recommended for people with Seizure Disorder/Epilepsy or with certain metallic 

implants, people greater than 330 lbs (max capacity of TMS chair) or other conditions such as significant 

headache/migraine/neuro issues or Sleeping disorder (unreliable patterns) or Limited mobility   

Will insurance cover TMS? 

TMS is reimbursed by most insurance providers. Their policies may, however, vary. Pre-authorization, treatment 

requirements (MD, CMA, RNP, RN etc.) number of drug failures, to name a few, can impact claim approvals.  

Who to contact for referrals? 

You can contact Dr. Amara or Annie Griffin (TMS tech) via Ochsner EPIC message or Call us at 504 703 2335 (TMS 

office) OR 504 842 4025 (Main Psych clinic) 


